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As compared to communicable diseases,  
implementing NCD interventions is more complicated

Infectious diseases

• Targeted technologies

• Rapid impact

• Mostly controlled by health 

services

• Usually higher up in the agenda 

setting

Non-communicable diseases

• Complex interventions

• Decades before impact

• Main levers outside health service 

control

• More difficult to find solutions in 

the short-term



Types of Evidence needed to implement and 
scale-up interventions

• Decisions on Practices
– Follow a more linear relationship with research evidence, beyond 

the barriers from efficacy to effectiveness

• Decisions on Programs
– Weaker relationship with research evidence because its 

implementation is multidimensional and sensitive to the influence 
and power of the players

• Decisions on Policies
– The influence of scientific evidence is minimal because it is 

fundamentally influenced by ideologies, values, power relations 
and interests of different actors, financial motivations, economic 
theories, ease of political implementation, fashions, etc.



Implementation of Research evidence: Assumption

Research

Publications

Changes in Policy & Practice

Natural Passive Diffusion of 
Information 



Implementation of Research evidence: Observation

Research

Publications

Changes in Policy & 
Practice



Implementation of Research 
The way to do it

Research

Implementation and 
scaling up at a Health 

system level

Changes in Policy & 
Practice

Involving key
stakeholders

Developing a political 
strategy



Bridging the“Know-Do” Gap

Interventions that 

proved to be 

effective in 

clinical & 

controlled-

research 

settings

KNOW

•Are not 
implemented 
and scaled-up 
in the “real 
world”

DO



After the clinical study: how to disseminate 
and scale-up  these interventions?
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The concept of scaling refers to the active and 
planned process by which interventions that 
have been shown to be effective on a smaller 
scale are expanded under “real life” conditions 
into a broader, more far-reaching practice or 
policy (usually subnational or national scale)



“No Plan survives to the first contact
with its implementation”



What is the color of 
this dress??

Is it blue and black?

Or

White and gold?

Researchers and 

decision makers... not to 

mention politicians, live 

in different worlds



The World of Researchers and Decision makers

Researchers:
• Don't ask the questions that decision makers need and don't 

exactly answer the questions that decision makers ask.

• Take a long time to get the job done

• Do not report results in a way that is easily understood by 
policymakers and do not usually know how to translate their 
findings into policy and practice

• And, importantly don´t understand that policy is just an 
intermediate stop in the journey (this is for implementation 
researchers).

Decision makers:
• Have limited resources and little time (competitive agenda)

• Do not understand that the answer to their questions may 
require research

• Demand immediate results

• Do not usually tolerate uncertainty



Implementation cycle: from research to policy
to politics

Policy change, 
adoption and large

scale
implementation

Clinical
Research

Implementation
and Scaling-up



Multiple streams in the agenda setting process

Policy window
for 

implementation

Problem

Policies

Politics

Agenda

Evaluation,  
selection and 

adoption of policy 
alternatives 

Implementation

Kingdon 2003



The problem stream: How do issues become priorities for 

action? 

• What is a problem?

• From the perspective of policy makers, problems are conditions that 

people find unacceptable and want to change (Kingdon, 1984)

• Evidence about the scope of the problem

– Is there a “threat” that requires public action? Does the threat 

produce dissatisfaction? Who is affected?

– Does the evidence reflect both problem and cause?

– Is evidence credible?

• Framing of the problem

– Who is held responsible?

– Defining the problem in such a way that solutions can be identified

– Perceptions of those affected, (relates to the perception of “threat”)

– Media narratives

– Political power of those affected



The Policy stream: how to select the tool and the 

alternatives to deal with the problem?

Equity, Efficiency, Political Feasibility

• Who is affected?

• What is the cost?

• How does the “tool” fit the perception of the problem?

• How does the “tool” fit the evidence of the problem?

• One definition of a “good policy” might be one that can 

be applied fairly, implemented equitably, enforced 

consistently, and managed easily.



The political stream: what is politics?

• Many different definitions of politics

• A simple definition:

Politics: Who Gets What, When, How

• Focus on the actors, the materials, the timing, the 
process

• Fundamentally about the distribution and re-
distribution of resources

• Politics is also use of power

Source: Harold Lasswell,1936.
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What is power?

• “A has power over B to the extent that he can 
get B to do something that B would not 
otherwise do”

• There are many sources of power

Source: Robert Dahl, The Concept of Power, 1957.
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The political stream: 3 themes about the policy change 

process

1. Political Will
– It personalizes policy change and emphasizes individual leaders. 

– It suggests that all you need is political will by leaders for policy to change. 

– The leader makes a decision and makes it happen, implicitly assuming a 
strong state, good institutional capacity, and adequate political capital.

2. Political Skill

– Political Analysis
• Assess Stakeholders

• Distribution of Political costs and Benefits among stakeholders

– Political Strategies
• Players

• Power 

• Position

• Perception

Reich M, 2002



Majoritarian

politics

Benefits

Costs

CONCENTRATED DIFFUSE

DIFFUSE

CONCENTRATED

Client 

politics
Majoritarian

politics

Interest group 

politics

Entrepreneurial

Politics

Source: Oliver, T.R. The Politics of Public Health Policy. Annu. Rev. Public Health 2006 27:195-233

Framework for analysis of policy design and political 
feasibility

CONCENTRATED

EFFECTS
DIFFUSE

EFFECTS

• Large in magnitude

• Occur immediately

• Direct, traceable impact

• Identifiable group or geographic 

jurisdiction

• Small in magnitude

• Occur over time

• Indirect, less traceable impact

• Broad, less Identifiable target 

population

Client politics

Politically attractive

Entrepreneurial

Politics

Politically unattractive

Interest group 

politics

Majoritarian

politics



Social construction

Power

POSITIVE NEGATIVE

HIGH

LOW

Advantaged Contenders

Dependents Deviants

Source: Oliver, T.R. The Politics of Public Health Policy. Annu. Rev. Public Health 2006 27:195-233

Social construction of target population

Advantaged

Deviants

Contenders

Dependent



Political Feasibility Is Shaped By Political 
Strategies

• To change the POWER of supporters and opponents

• To change the POSITION of supporters and 
opponents

• To change the PLAYERS engaged in the policy 
debate

• To change the PERCEPTIONS of the problem and 
the policy 
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Policy Windows

• Political timetable and opportunity

• Focusing events (threats, crises)

• Relative position of other 

problems contending for attention



In the end, successful Policies depend 
upon:

–Adequate knowledge base

–Good political strategy and social 
marketing

–Window of opportunity to get into the
agenda



Laws, like sausages, 

cease to inspire 

respect in proportion 

as we know how 

they are made

And a truth…

John Godfrey Saxe, 

American poet, 1869



"Tell Me and I Will Forget; 

Show Me and I May 

Remember; Involve Me 

and I Will Understand.”

Confucius, 551 - 479 BCE 

Only then we will be able to move

forward in translating research into

policy change…


